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In Gods Name
Why is there so much confusion about the name of God? What is the true name of God
anyway and does it matter to address God by that name? I choose to stick with what the
scriptures say and use terms like God, Creator, Most High, Heavenly Father. confusion arises
when people teach doctrines outside of what the scriptures speak or a lack of understanding.
The True name of the Most High as rendered in english alphabetical characters is YHWH (He
is or I Am ALL Self Existent or Eternal) . This name was replaced by the word LORD in our
english translations. (see Strong's #3068) The four hebrew characters that make up the name
is known as the Tetragrammaton which is Greek meaning "four letters." The four Hebrew
characters (YHWH in english) that make up the name of the Most High cannot be disputed.
The dispute comes with the pronunciation of the name. With this, many spell the name as they
pronounce it. From YHWH various pronunciations have developed like YaHaWaH (Yaw-hawa), Yahweh (ya-way), Yahuwah (Ya-hoo-wa) and this is where the conflict arises. Lets go to
the scriptures to get an understanding of how the scholars that put the Bible together
understood how the name was to be rendered into English. Ex. 6:3 And I appeared unto
Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God Almighty, but by my name
JEHOVAH was I not known to them. We must understand that the letter J did not come to exist
in the alphabet until after the King James bible was completed. If you examine a true 1611 KJV
you will not find the letter J within words. Instead the letter I is used seeing there was no J used
at the time of the translation. Knowing this is important because the names Jehovah, Jesus,
Joshua etc .. would not be found spelled in such a fashion that uses the letter J. Therefore
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Jehovah could not be a name of the Most High used among the Israelites. But we do know the
letter "J" was used to replace the hebrew "Y" character and the letter "V" replaced the hebrew
"W." Now we can get a better understanding of how the name Jehovah was misrendered in
english. In the hebrew alphabet there is no letter or character J, E, O, V, U, F therefore to
correctly render "Jehovah" in english, it would be Yahawah or Yahuwah. (Some believe the
"HA" character in the middle of the name gives a softer sound as Hu (hoo) than the sharp
sounding "HA' therefore they spell it Ya-Hu-Wah but the hebrew name of the Most High is
YHWH the four hebrew characters nontheless. Lets examine the Israelite historian Flavious
Josephus' account of the name. Works of Josephus- Wars of he Jews, Book 5, Par 7 "A mitre
also of fine linen encompassed his head, which was tied by a blue ribbon, about which there
was another golden crown, in which was engraven the sacred name [of God]: it consists of four
vowels. The four vowels mentioned are the four hebrew characters (hebrew vowels) that make
up the name of YHWH that was engraved within the Levite Priest's mitre or turban. Ex
39:30-31 The name YHWH appears all throughout scripture but translated as LORD in the
english translations (as supposed to keep the true name YHWH from being polluted or
blasphemed) and was revealed to Moses after the Israelites left Egypt. Lets read again Ex. 6:3
And I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God Almighty, but
by my name JEHOVAH (YHWH) was I not known to them. The Most High clearly states that
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob only knew him by "God Almighty" (al shadday) and not by his name
YHWH, but they still feared and worshipped the Most High. This shows that if the Most High
demands we address him by his name YHWH only would he not have revealed this to
Abraham the Father of the covenant? Lets also examine. Ex. 2:23 ¶ And it came to pass in
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process of time, that the king of Egypt died: and the children of Israel sighed by reason of the
bondage, and they cried, and their cry came up unto God by reason of the bondage.
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants nothing more than to live a quiet life with his
wife and stay out of trouble. Until he learns that she's been killed in a terrible accident. Flying
home for the funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a strange man in the seat next to him
introduces himself. The man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows more about Shadow
than is possible. He warns Shadow that a far bigger storm is coming. And from that moment
on, nothing will ever he the same...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In his first book published as Pope, and in conjunction
with the Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy, Pope Francis here invites all humanity to an intimate
and personal dialogue on the subject closest to his heart—mercy—which has long been the
cornerstone of his faith and is now the central teaching of his papacy. In this conversation with
Vatican reporter Andrea Tornielli, Francis explains—through memories from his youth and
moving anecdotes from his experiences as a pastor—why “mercy is the first attribute of God.”
God “does not want anyone to be lost. His mercy is infinitely greater than our sins,” he writes.
As well, the Church cannot close the door on anyone, Francis asserts—on the contrary, its duty
is to go out into the world to find its way into the consciousness of people so that they can
assume responsibility for, and move away from, the bad things they have done. The first Jesuit
and the first South American to be elected Bishop of Rome, Pope Francis has traveled around
the world spreading God’s message of mercy to the largest crowds in papal history. Clear and
profound, The Name of God Is Mercy resonates with this desire to reach all those who are
looking for meaning in life, a road to peace and reconciliation, and the healing of physical and
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spiritual wounds. It is being published in more than eighty countries around the world. “The
name of God is mercy. There are no situations we cannot get out of, we are not condemned to
sink into quicksand.”—Pope Francis Praise for The Name of God Is Mercy “Francis speaks
succinctly—and with refreshing forthrightness. . . . He emphasizes moral sincerity over dogma,
an understanding of the complexities of the world and individual experience over rigid doctrine.
. . . The pope has an easy conversational style that moves effortlessly between folksy sayings
and erudite allusions, between common-sense logic and impassioned philosophical
insights.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times “What makes his book most moving is the
way in which this man, without disrespecting his own privacy or offering false bromides of
modesty, opens the sacred space of his conscience to explain how he came to center his
ministry, and now his papacy, around mercy.”—James Carroll, The New Yorker “As he has
done throughout his papacy, Pope Francis shows in this book a compelling way to present
God’s love anew to a skeptical world without denying the ancient teachings of faith. But now
he is challenging the entire Church to trek a new way forward.”—Time “Francis enjoys sharing
personal stories of God’s grace and mercy in the lives of parishioners from his native
Argentina, people he has known and who have recognized themselves as sinners.”—The
Washington Post “Powerful . . . Francis’s book signals a plea for a change of attitude on the
part of the faithful and their pastors. . . . Bishops and priests will talk and quarrel over the text
for months, even years to come. And that, perhaps, is what Francis intends.”—Financial Times
“Deepens his calls for a more merciful Catholic Church . . . The question-and-answer book is
told in simple, breezy language, with the pope referring to experiences and people in his own
life.”—Newsday “Francis has offered his most detailed outline yet for the role of the Catholic
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church in the modern era.”—National Catholic Reporter Translated by Oonagh Stransky
In this groundbreaking work of biblical analysis and interpretation, one of the most admired
religious leaders of our time shows that religiously inspired violence has as its source
misreadings of the texts of the Hebrew Bible, the New Testament, and the Koran. When
religion becomes a zero-sum conceit--i.e., my religion is the only "right" path to God, therefore
your religion is by definition "wrong"--Violence between peoples of different beliefs is the only
natural outcome, argues Rabbi Sacks. But by looking anew at seminal biblical texts in the Book
of Genesis--in which we find the foundational stories of all three Abrahamic faiths--Rabbi
Sacks offers an entirely different understanding of God's multiple relationships: with Jacob,
patriarch of Judaism; with Ishmael, patriarch of Islam; and with Esau, whose blessing is
understood to confirm God's relationship with monotheists from other faiths and overarching
relationship with all of humanity. By analyzing the texts that recount how Abraham's immediate
descendants resolved their various sibling rivalries, Rabbi Sacks teaches us a powerful lesson
in the existence of multiple pathways to God. "We are not all the same," he declares. "There is
no one faith that encompasses the plenary truth of human wisdom ... The belief that one
faith--ours--holds the key to salvation deserves to be challenged, not just because it has led to
so much persecution and bloodshed in the name of God, but because it attempts to confine
God to one religion, one way, one image of mankind. God cannot be so confined and remain
the God of transcendence, the God-without-an-image who systematically defies our attempts
to capture Him in categories of human understanding ... Making space for that which is other
than myself is not a doctrine of religious relativism. It is, rather, the humility that says there are
things I will not, cannot, understand and that I must leave to God." Rabbi Sacks's bold
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statement of our need to look with new eyes at specific scriptural passages from within each of
the Abrahamic monotheisms--passages that, when interpreted literally, can lead to hatred,
violence, and war--is an eloquent, clarion call for people of goodwill from all faiths to join
together to end the misunderstandings that threaten to destroy us all.
Drawing on both religious and secular sources, this challenging book argues that divinely
ordained law is frequently misinterpreted by Muslim authorities at the expense of certain
groups, including women. Khaled Abou El Fadl cites a series of injustices in Islamic society
and ultimately proposes a return to the original ethics at the heart of the Muslim legal system.
What’s in a name?The Names of God: 52 Bible Studies for Individuals and Groups offers a
unique approach to Bible study by presenting a 52-week study focusing on the names and
titles of God and of Jesus, one designed to help readers experience the Lord in fresh and
deeper ways. . By studying such rich and varied names as Adonay, El Shadday, Abba,
Yeshua, Lamb of God, and Prince of Peace, readers will encounter a God who is utterly holy,
powerful, surprising, merciful, and loving.Each week’s study includes:• Background
information to help readers understand the name• A key Scripture passage in which the name
was first or most significantly revealed • A series of questions for individual or group study• A
list of Bible passages for further reflectionBased on Praying the Names of God and Praying the
Names of Jesus but containing additional questions for reflection and study, this unique Bible
study is designed to help individuals and groups explore the most important of God’s names
and titles as they are revealed in the Bible. Also included is a helpful pronunciation guide to the
Names of God in Ancient Hebrew and Koine Greek.
"A modern classic....Thrilling and constantly illuminating."—Michael Dirda, Washington Post
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Book World Through a distinguished career of critical scholarship and translation, Robert Alter
has equipped us to read the Hebrew Bible as a powerful, cohesive work of literature. In this
landmark work, Alter's masterly translation and probing commentary combine to give
contemporary readers the definitive edition of The Five Books. Winner of the PEN Center USA
Literary Award for Translation and the Koret Jewish Book Award for Translation, a Newsweek
Top 15 Book, Los Angeles Times Favorite Book, and San Francisco Chronicle Best Book.
A timely exploration of the links between religious faith and global violence--and how to break
them.

The "hilarious" (New York Times Book Review) collection of short stories from the
award-winning humorist Simon Rich includes the story that inspired the Seth Rogen
comedy An American Pickle. Twenty years ago, Barney the Dinosaur told the nation's
children they were special. We're still paying the price. From "one of the funniest writers
in America" comes a collection of stories culled from the front lines of the millennial
culture wars (Jimmy So, Daily Beast). Rife with failing rock bands, student loans, and
participation trophies, Spoiled Brats is about a generation of narcissists -- and the wellmeaning boomers who made them that way. A hardworking immigrant is preserved for
a century in pickle brine. A helicopter mom strives to educate her demon son. And a
family of hamsters struggles to survive in a private-school homeroom. Surreal, shrewd,
and surprisingly warm, these stories are as resonant as they are hilarious.
John Paul II and the dark heart of the Catholic Church... In 1984 David Yallops In Gods
Name changed the way that the world looked at the Vatican. In The Power and The
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Glory David Yallop returns to Rome with another explosive story: the true history of the
papacy of John Paul II. From the first moment of his papacy, Karol Wojtyla sought
political influence and a role on the world stage. At the dawn of the twenty-first century,
he was a leader to millions of Catholics at a time of tremendous change. Promising a
renewed church, he was the first media Pope and travelled around the world to preach
his message. It is said that he was central in the fall of Soviet Eastern Europe, in
particular within his own homeland of Poland. But has the real truth of this Papacy been
revealed? The Power & the Glory explores the continued financial scandal involving the
Vatican bank, the mafia, Freemasonry, illegal money laundering and arms sales.
Exposes the true extent of the Pope's failure to control the child abuse scandal.
Contains explosive revelations from the CIA, the KGB, the Polish secret service and the
most secretive place on earth, the Vatican itself. Tells for the first time John Paul II's
real involvement in the fall of the Iron Curtain and the liberation of Poland. Uncovers the
myth of the Holy Alliance between Reagan's America and the Vatican.
From the Sunsets Department and Geyser Regulation to the Department of Miracles,
Heaven Inc has the earth covered. Unless someone is away from their desk. And these
days, the CEO is kind of disillusioned. God knows he should be keeping an eye on the
bad things happening on Earth, but instead he finds himself watching the Church
channels on satellite TV. His first priority is the team of angels he's asked to get Lynyrd
Skynyrd back together. Downstairs on the office floor, Eliza has been promoted from
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the Prayers Department to Miracles, and Craig, the only other workaholic in heaven,
has to show her around. Eliza is shocked by the casual attitude of many of the angels in
her new department. And she's furious when she discovers that God has never looked
at, let alone answered, a single prayer. So she storms into God's office and asks Him a
question that no one has ever dared to ask before. And it might just be the end of the
world.
Many of us have the same questions and thoughts. This book shares some of those
questions and answers. It is my prayer that the answers provided in this book by Pastor
Franklin, through God’s word, will open your eyes as they did mine. I pray that you
never stop having a desire to completely please God and that you always have an
everlasting thirst to make it to heaven. By the way, I’m wearing my fine Brand-Name
garment right now. Are you?
God decides to close up shop on Earth -- unless two idealistic angels can make a
miracle happen Welcome to Heaven, Inc., the grossly mismanaged corporation in the
sky. For as long as anyone can remember, the founder and CEO (known in some
circles as "God") has been phoning it in. Lately, he's been spending most of his time on
the golf course. And when he does show up at work, it's not to resolve wars or end
famines, but to Google himself and read what humans have been blogging about him.
When God decides to retire (to pursue his lifelong dream of opening an Asian Fusion
restaurant), he also decides to destroy Earth. His employees take the news in stride,
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except for Craig and Eliza, two underpaid angels in the lowly Department of Miracles.
Unlike their boss, Craig and Eliza love their jobs - uncapping city fire hydrants on hot
days, revealing lost keys in snow banks - and they refuse to accept that earth is going
under. The angels manage to strike a deal with their boss. He'll call off his
Armageddon, if they can solve their toughest miracle yet: getting the two most socially
awkward humans on the planet to fall in love. With doomsday fast approaching, and the
humans ignoring every chance for happiness thrown their way, Craig and Eliza must
move heaven and earth to rescue them - and the rest of us, too.
New Expanded Edition - 40% more material. Pursuing Intimacy With God Bible study
books & site to help you grow closer to God and enjoy intimacy with God. Our site
includes many Bible studies for life and a large variety of Bible study topics. The Bible
study book includes Bible study topics on Intimacy With God, Walking With God, How
to Pray to God, Prayer in the Bible, How to Study the Bible, How to Seek God With All
Your Heart, How to Hear God’s Voice, Meditate on God’s Word, True Worship in the
Bible, Praise As A Spiritual Weapon, Praise Is Placing A High Value on God, How to
Have Abundant Life, God’s Calling For Your Life, God’s Promises in the Bible, Faith Is
Vital For Intimacy With God, Waiting on God, God’s Purpose & Mission For His
Church, Revival & Spiritual Awakening, The Kind of Christian & Church God Wants…
The PIWG Bible Study Book is ideal for individuals, or for small groups, Sunday School
classes, and discipleship classes at your church Pursuing Intimacy With God website:
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www.intimacywithgod.com God has used the PIWG I & II studies to bless many people:
"Words to appreciate I just can't find but please accept my gratitude. The study has
really transformed my life and family." - Samuel "The time and effort you sow into
reaching thousands upon thousands of people globally has and continues to touch lives
and edify the body of Christ. I am thankful to God and to your ministry for your work." Carlos, South Africa "We want you to know how much this guide has been a blessing to
us. We have been using it on a regular basis and I'm sure it will always be a resource in
our permanent library. Keep doing what you are doing. This has really changed our
lives."- Carrie, US "What an awesome thing that your ministry is sharing with the world.
God's word is user friendly, spoken as Jesus did where all can understand and want to
learn more of Jesus, study more and do his will. I have never found such detailed
shared information of God's word all in one book." - Ruby, US "Thank you so much for
your website. I've benefited so much from it and it has helped me so much in my
relationship with Jesus! I believe its the no1 thing I need to pursue." - Zsuzsi, Hungary
"Your website, what I've read so far is an overwhelming refreshing shower to my spirit.
To discover a ministry that focuses on loving God is so utterly a confirmation to me.
What could be more important? Fathomless depths. Thank you for your precious
hearts." - Julia, US "Just wanted to say thanks for this site. I typed in the search
because this is what God has been doing in my life. Drawing me into intimacy." Stephen, Australia "The material on your website is awesome. Glory to God !" - Ray,
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US "I am in awe of the study book. I did not expect to receive so much information.
Thank you." - Olivia US "I have been blessed by your site & studies." - Dorota, Poland
"The study was excellent ! I could understand it. It was done beautifully and simply...
God has changed our lives through this study. We are both working for a soft and
humble heart." - Nancy, US "Once again I cant thank you enough; your help is much
appreciated and I am so grateful towards you for this." - John, Ireland "I will certainly
join in praying for this study and for you as you continue to work with it as the Lord
directs. Those weeks of study were so very meaningful to me! - Reid, US "Hi, Thank
you for publishing this great material." - Johan, South Africa "Praise the Lord. Please I
request a copy of your wondrous book." - Meshak, Uganda
An investigative journalist offers an analysis of the death of Pope John Paul I, exploring
a wide range of factors, clues, influences, and facts that indicate that the pontiff was
murdered
Only thirty-three days after his election, Pope John Paul I,Albino Luciani, died in
strange circumstances. Almost immediately rumours of a cover-up began to circulate
around the Vatican. In his researches David Yallop uncovered an extraordinary story:
behind the Pope's death lay a dark and complex web of corruption within the Church
that involved the Freemasons, Opus Dei and the Mafia and the murder of the 'Pope's
Banker' Roberto Calvi. When first published in 1984 In God's Name was denounced by
the Vatican yet became an award-winning international bestseller. In this new edition,
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Yallop brings the story up to date and reveals new evidence that has been long buried
concerning the truth behind the Vatican cover-up. This is a classic work of investigative
writing whose revelations will continue to reverberate around the world.
Let the Power of God's Names Transform Your Daily Life The many names of God
reveal His characteristics and contain powerful promises to you as a believer. Each of
these 85 devotions introduces you to one of God's unique names and includes a key
Scripture, practical application, and encouragement to help you in your everyday life.
Discover the rich blessings waiting for you when you encounter God as... Elohim - the
Strong Creator God You put the universe together with Your words—thank You for
knowing how to put my life together as well. Jehovah - the Relational God You rule over
all, and yet You also seek a relationship with Your creation. You are worthy of all praise
and worship. Adonai - Master Over All Thank You for being my Lord and my Master
and yet allowing me to know You intimately. ...and many more! This beautifully
designed devotional makes an ideal gift or a great addition to your own quiet time with
God.
In 'Confronting Religious Violence', twelve international experts from a variety of
theological, philosophical, and scientific fields address the issue of religious violence in
today’s world. The first part of the book focuses on the historical rise of religious
conflict, beginning with the question of whether the New Testament leads to
supersessionism, and looks at the growth of anti-Semitism in the later Roman Empire.
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The second part comprises field-report studies of xenophobia, radicalism, antiSemitism, and Islamophobia surrounding the conflicts in the Middle East. The third part
reflects on moral, philosophical, legal, and evolutionary influences on religious freedom
and how they harm or help the advancement of peace. The final part of the volume
turns to theological reflections, discussing monotheism, nationalism, the perpetuation of
violence, the role of mercy laws and freedom in combating hate, and practical
approaches to dealing with pluralism in theological education.
Explores the different names and identities of God.
Biblical theology and doctrines of Jehovah's Witnesses.
John Piper has had a profound impact on countless men and women over his nearly
thirty years of ministry. From his online ministry with Desiring God to his preaching
ministry at Bethlehem Baptist to his writing ministry in over thirty books, his faithful
service has encouraged and challenged many with God's Word. Piper's influence does
not stem from his own abilities and accomplishments, but finds its source in his
consistent and humble leading of others to Scripture, where the breathtaking glory of
God is displayed in all its wonder. We rejoice and are changed as we encounter
glorious truths about God in Piper's ministry. It is in this spirit that friends and
colleagues of Piper, including Wayne Grudem, D. A. Carson, Randy Alcorn, and others,
honor him by presenting essays covering topics central to his ministry: prayer, the
sovereignty of God, justification, Jonathan Edwards, Christian Hedonism, and more.
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Pastors, scholars, and lay leaders will benefit from this tribute to a man who has
labored so faithfully for the fame of God's name.
Angrboda's story begins where most witch's tales end: with a burning. A punishment
from Odin for refusing to give him knowledge of the future, the fire leaves Angrboda
injured and powerless, and she flees into a remote forest. There she is found by a man
Loki, and her initial distrust grows into a deep and abiding love. Their union produces
three unusual children, each with a secret destiny, who she is keen to raise at the
hidden from Odin's all-seeing eye. But as Angrboda slowly recovers her prophetic
powers, she learns that her blissful life - and possibly all of existence - is in danger.
This book examines religious conflict in Africa, Europe, the Middle East, North America,
and South Asia from local-global perspectives.
In his exciting new book, bestselling author Dr. Tony Evans shows that it’s through the
names of God that the nature of God is revealed to us. Who is God in His fullness?
How has He expressed His riches and righteousness? How can you trust His
goodness? As you get to know the names of God and understand their meaning,
God’s character will become real to you in life-changing ways. You will explore the
depths of God as Elohim: The All-Powerful Creator Jehovah: The Self-Revealing One
Adonai: The Owner of All Jehovah-Jireh: The Lord Who Provides El Shaddai: The
Almighty Sufficient One El Elion: The Most High Ruler Jehovah Nissi: The Lord’s
Banner of Victory Jehovah Shalom: The Lord Our Peace Jehovah Mekadesh: The Lord
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Who Sanctifies Jehovah Rophe: The Lord Who Heals Jehovah Tsikenu: The Lord My
Righteousness Jehovah Robi: The Lord My Shepherd Immanuel: God With Us By
studying and understanding the characteristics of God as revealed through His names,
you will be better equipped to face hardship and victory, loss and provision, and all of
the challenges life throws at you.
Many of us ache for relationship with God, yet feel distant and disconnected from him.
As if he’s more of an idea we believe in our head than a person we relate to. But God
has a name: Yahweh. This one simple idea has the potential to radically alter how you
relate to God, not as a doctrine, but as a relational being who responds to you in an
elastic, back-and-forth way. Why do we feel this gap between us and God? Could it be
that a lot of what we think about God is wrong? Not all wrong, but wrong enough to
mess up how we relate to him? What if our “God” is really a projection of our own
identity, ideas, and desires? And what if the real God is different, but far better than we
could ever imagine? This book is a simple, but profound guide to what God says about
himself. In his signature conversational-but-smart style, John Mark Comer takes the
reader line by line through Exodus 34v6-8—Yahweh’s self-revelation on Mount
Sinai—called by some scholars the one most quoted verse in the Bible, by the Bible. In
it, we see who God says he is. It turns out, who God is just might surprise you, and
change everything.
"Yahweh "is the name God chose for Himself; through this sacred name He reveals
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who He is and what He will do for His people. No other name is as significant as
"Yahweh," the name God revealed to Moses at the burning bush and which means "I
AM WHO I AM." Yet, many centuries ago this name was changed to "Jehovah, " a
hybrid word that has no meaning. English translations also have substituted "LORD" for
"Yahweh" more than 6,800 times in the Old Testament. Who changed God's name and
why? The word God chose for His name is one that reveals who He is as well as what
He wants to mean to us. He is the ever present One who takes the initiative in making
Himself known to His people. He promises to be whatever they need in order to
become all He wants them to be. Dr. Jim Harvey examines the original meaning and
significance of God's name, and provides insight into the way the name "Jesus" relates
to "Yahweh." He explains how discovering the meaning of God's name will enrich our
worship of God, as well as encourage us to claim His provisions for all our needs.
Explores the different aspects of God by exploring his many names, including Elohim,
Jehovah, and El Shaddai.
Norbert H. Kox has researched the Bible in its original languages for more than 30
years, and presents his startling findings here. a Modern Christianity has been duped.
Without ever knowing it, the Antichrist they are warning against has already infiltrated
the Church.a The Key of knowledge has been hidden and the names of God and
Saviour gradually removed from common use without raising suspicion or inciting
controversy. The two most important names in the history of mankind have been all but
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obliterated from existence. Where these names are still in tact they are being
undermined, by missionaries who believe they are doing a service to God. This treatise
is part of a documented research study into the historical linguistic changes in the
names of God and Saviour, from the oldest known manuscripts to the modern presentday English versions of the Bible. Along with solid historical and etymological evidence,
symmetrical Bible codes are presented as irrefutable ratification.
Describes how people have given God different names according to their experience of
Him, including "Source of Life," "Maker of Peace," "Mother," "Father," and "Friend," and
thought that their own name for Him was the only true one, and suggests that allthese
names are part of the truth
Winner of the Edgar Award: The riveting account of an audacious fraud scheme that
stretched from a Mafia hangout on the Lower East Side to the Vatican. With a round,
open face and a penchant for tall tales, Matteo de Lorenzo resembled everyone’s
kindly uncle. But Uncle Marty, as he was known throughout the Genovese crime family,
was one of the New York mob’s top earners throughout the 1960s and ’70s, the
mastermind of a billion-dollar trade in stolen and counterfeit securities. In the spring of
1972, de Lorenzo and his shrewd and ruthless business partner, Vincent Rizzo,
traveled to Europe to discuss a plan to launder millions of dollars worth of phony
securities. Shockingly, the plot involved Archbishop Paul Marcinkus, the scandalplagued president of the Vatican Bank. Unbeknownst to de Lorenzo and Rizzo,
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however, the NYPD was already on the case—thanks to the crusading work of Det.
Joseph Coffey. Coffey, the legendary New York policeman who investigated the
Lufthansa heist and took the Son of Sam’s confession, first learned of the scheme in a
wiretap related to the attempted mob takeover of the Playboy Club in Manhattan. From
those unlikely beginnings, Detective Coffey worked tirelessly to trace the fraudulent
stocks and bonds around the world and deep into the corridors of power in Washington,
DC, and Rome. Meticulously researched and relentlessly gripping, The Vatican
Connection is a true story of corruption and deceit, packed with “all the ingredients of a
thriller” (San Francisco Chronicle).
The God of ancient Israel--universally referred to in the masculine today--was
understood by its earliest worshipers to be a dual-gendered, male-female deity. So
argues Mark Sameth in The Name. Needless to say, this is no small claim. Half the
people on the planet are followers of one of the three Abrahamic religions--Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam--each of which has roots in the ancient cult that worshiped this
deity. The author's evidence, however, is compelling and his case meticulously
constructed. The Hebrew name of God--YHWH--has not been uttered in public for over
two thousand years. Some thought the lost pronunciation was "Jehovah" or "Yahweh."
But Sameth traces the name to the late Bronze Age and argues that it was expressed
Hu-Hi--Hebrew for "He-She." Among Jewish mystics, we learn, this has long been an
open secret. What are the implications for us today if "he" was not God?
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WARNING: This book contains material of a CONTROVERSIAL nature relating to what
is taught in Christianity today. Now, if controversy scares you, stop reading here.
Really. It means this book is NOT FOR YOU. "May people know that you, whose name
is JEHOVAH, You alone are the Most High over all the earth."--PSALMS 83:18 Today,
many still believe that the divine name of God should not be used, because it is not
known exactly how to pronounce it. The Tetragrammaton (YHWH) derived from a verb
that means "I Will Become what I choose to become", "I Will Become whatsoever I
please", "I Shall Be what I am", or "I Am that I am." The most widely accepted
pronunciation of The Tetragrammaton (YHWH) is Yahweh or (JEHOVAH). For
centuries, most scholars of the Holy Scriptures have known that the Holy Scriptures
have been misused and abused, not only by the translators, but also by the early
scribes. The mistranslation of the Holy Scriptures has caused the TRUE WORK, which
the prophets spoke of, to be hidden in most translations of the Scriptures. This has
been damaging to those who are searching for THE TRUTH about God's word and his
purposes for mankind. However, the most damaging error in Christianity today is the
error of removing GOD'S name from the Bible. The personal name of God has been
replaced with titles such as "Father," "Creator," "the Almighty," "Sovereign Lord," and
"the Most High." At some point the Jews felt that it was wrong even to pronounce the
divine name. Some thought the name was too sacred for imperfect lips to speak. Yet
God's name JEHOVAH appears nearly 7,000 times in the Hebrew text; printed in Biblia
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Hebraica and Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia. Can using God's name change your life?
Yes it can! In the pages of "The Power of God's Name Jehovah," you'll learn these 2
profound truths. "The name of JEHOVAH is a strong tower. Into it the righteous one
runs and receives protection."-PROVERBS 8:16 "By me princes keep ruling, And
nobles judge in righteousness. I love those loving me, And those seeking me will find
me. Riches and glory are with me, Lasting wealth and righteousness."-PROVERBS
8:16-18 Now you can take all the guesswork out of Christianity, and learn first-hand,
why God's name has been hidden from most translations of the Bible. Within these
pages you'll learn how you can use the power of God's name in every aspect of your
life -- money, health, relationships, happiness, and in every interaction you have in the
world. You'll begin to understand the hidden, untapped power behind the name and
how hundreds of ethnic groups and languages have overcome obstacles, and achieved
what many would regard as impossible. You'll understand just about everything that's
happening in your own life as well as in the lives of those you're interacting with. With
JEHOVAH'S power you can be, do, or have anything that you desire! "You open your
hand and satisfy the desire of every living thing. Jehovah is righteous in all his ways
and loyal in all that he does. Jehovah is near to all those calling on him, To all who call
on him in truth."-PSALMS 145:16-18 (LINK TO BONUS AUDIO & VIDEO SHOWCASE
INCLUDED INSIDE)
Stephen Carter argues that American politics is unimaginable without America's
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religious voice. Using contemporary and historical examples, from abolitionist sermons
to presidential candidates' confessions, he illustrates ways in which religion and politics
do and do not mesh well and ways in which spiritual perspectives might make vital
contributions to our national debates. He also warns us of the importance of setting out
some sensible limits, so that religious institutions do not allow themselves to be
seduced by the lure of temporal power, and offers strong examples of principled and
prophetic religious activism for those who choose their God before their country.
A deeply reported, New York Times bestselling exposé of the money and the clericsturned-financiers at the heart of the Vatican—the world’s biggest, most powerful
religious institution—from an acclaimed journalist with “exhaustive research techniques”
(The New York Times). From a master chronicler of legal and financial misconduct, a
magnificent investigation nine years in the making, God’s Bankers traces the political
intrigue of the Catholic Church in “a meticulous work that cracks wide open the
Vatican’s legendary, enabling secrecy” (Kirkus Reviews). Decidedly not about faith,
belief in God, or religious doctrine, this book is about the church’s accumulation of
wealth and its byzantine financial entanglements across the world. Told through 200
years of prelates, bishops, cardinals, and the Popes who oversee it all, Gerald Posner
uncovers an eyebrow-raising account of money and power in one of the world’s most
influential organizations. God’s Bankers has it all: a revelatory and astounding saga
marked by poisoned business titans, murdered prosecutors, and mysterious deaths
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written off as suicides; a carnival of characters from Popes and cardinals, financiers
and mobsters, kings and prime ministers; and a set of moral and political circumstances
that clarify not only the church’s aims and ambitions, but reflect the larger tensions of
more recent history. And Posner even looks to the future to surmise if Pope Francis can
succeed where all his predecessors failed: to overcome the resistance to change in the
Vatican’s Machiavellian inner court and to rein in the excesses of its seemingly
uncontrollable financial quagmire. “As exciting as a mystery thriller” (Providence
Journal), this book reveals with extraordinary precision how the Vatican has evolved
from a foundation of faith to a corporation of extreme wealth and power.
What does the Old Testament—especially the law—have to do with your Christian life? In
this warm, accessible volume, Carmen Joy Imes takes readers back to Sinai, arguing
that we've misunderstood the command about "taking the Lord's name in vain." Instead,
Imes says that this command is really about "bearing God's name," a theme that
continues throughout the rest of Scripture.
Despite the widespread trends of secularization in the 20th century, religion has played
an important role in several outbreaks of genocide since the First World War. And yet,
not many scholars have looked either at the religious aspects of modern genocide, or at
the manner in which religion has taken a position on mass killing. This collection of
essays addresses this hiatus by examining the intersection between religion and stateorganized murder in the cases of the Armenian, Jewish, Rwandan, and Bosnian
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genocides. Rather than a comprehensive overview, it offers a series of descrete, yet
closely related case studies, that shed light on three fundamental aspects of this issue:
the use of religion to legitimize and motivate genocide; the potential of religious faith to
encourage physical and spiritual resistance to mass murder; and finally, the role of
religion in coming to terms with the legacy of atrocity.
"In a time of great changes in culture and consciousness, ancient biblical wisdom may
reveal new meanings and points the way toward spiritual and social renewal"-Copyright: a9cbf2cb5059da29b137e6e1fb7ed81d
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